
BrightWall
Backlit Display Units 3m Setup Instructions

General Assembly
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Connect the BrightWall Extrusions
using the CSS connectors and
thumb screws provided.

Connect the crescent feet using
the thumb screws provided.

PLEASE NOTE:
For best results tighten thumb screws with
tool provided. (DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN)

Connect the corners using the
pre-installed CSS connectors
and thumb screws provided.

Slide the cental support A11
onto A10 & A12  and tighten
thumb screws.

Locate the ‘insert vertical here’ sticker
and secure the central column to the
frame using the CBX connectors.
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Follow the numbered sequence using the instructions below until the frame is complete.

1.

Assemble parts A9 & A15
before �tting to the
structure below



BrightWall
Backlit Display Units Fitting the Lights

General Assembly
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Ensure all the BrightWall
light modules are connected
as pictured above.

The lightcord is represented by
the green line in above diagram.

Light modules and lightcord
connect to the transformers
provided.

Use the general instructions below to connect the lights.
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Connect row of lights this way

Connect row of lights this way

Light Modules

x 2

Fitting the Lights
Connect all the light modules as shown in the general assembly instructions below (F).1

Attach the lightcord (G) to the top row of lights and sit into lightclips down side of frame.2

Connect light modules to transformers (H) after �tting the lightblocker (See next page).3

2.

Ensure all light module cables are stowed back into lightclips to avoid damaging them.4
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General Assembly

3.

Fitting the Fabric
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PRINTED FABRIC

The female cable is pulled out
the hole in lightblocker fabric.

Attach the front fabric by feeding
the SEG into the channel of your
BrightWall frame.
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LIGHT BLOCKER

Lightblocker fabric is applied to
the rear of the unit using velcro.

Connect the cables to the
transformers and plug in to light
your BrightWall.

Use the general instructions below to �t the fabric panels.

1.
2.

3.

4.
8.

7.

6.

5.

Lightblocker Fabric Panel
(Attach with velcro)

Printed Fabric Panel
(Attach with SEG)

Ensure you are wearing the gloves provided before touching the fabric.1

To �t the front graphic panel �rst insert the fabric into all four corners, using stool provided.2

Fit the fabric to the center of each side. (Numbered 5-8 in diagram)3

Run your �nger along the edge of the panel to ensure the SEG is �tted into the channel correctly.4

Fit the Lightblocker panel to the rear of the unit using the velcro provided.5

M

Use the stool provided to �t the
fabric to the top of the frame.



BrightWall
Backlit Display Units Packing

4.

1.

Insert the 6 x Vertical Extrusions 
A4-A9 into the middle rows of the 
Extrusion Box.

2.

Insert the horizontal extrusions 
A1-A3 into the top row.

3.

Insert the horizontal extrusions 
A13-A15 into the bottom row.

5.

Insert Premium Countertop and 
Rollone graphic tube as pictured 
above.

6.

Insert box containing the light 
transformer and cable, step stool 
and tube containing the Crescent 
feet.

7.

Finally insert printed fabric 
graphics, lightblocker and care 
kit.

4.

Insert the  central extrusions 
A10-A12 into the box provided
and position as pictured above.




